For Immediate Release

TAKE Supply Chain recognized in CIO Applications magazine’s 25 Workflow Solutions
Transforming Business 2016 ranking
Honor accorded on TAKE in appreciation of its flexible and scalable workflow automation capabilities
Fremont, CA (CIO APPLICATIONS) ‒ June 9, 2016 ‒ TAKE Supply Chain, a division of TAKE Solutions, has
been named a top vendor in CIO Applications magazine’s 25 Workflow Solutions Transforming Business
2016 ranking.
For more than two decades, TAKE Supply Chain has offered companies flexible supply chain solutions
that deliver increased accuracy, visibility and responsiveness within the our customers organizations and
with trading partners across the globe.
“We are pleased to recognize TAKE Supply Chain as one among the 25 Workflow Solutions Transforming
Business of 2016,” said Sarah Wilson, Managing Editor, CIO Applications. “TAKE Supply Chain's proven
track record of successful client deployments in the workflow arena demonstrates its prowess in helping
customers attain unprecedented efficiency."
CIO Applications selected TAKE Supply Chain for this recognition based on the company’s specialties in
offering robust supply chain collaboration and data collection solutions that leverage existing and
emerging technology, mobility-enabled transactions and business-configured instant communications ‒
all increasing challenges of an expanding global supplier network.
“This recognition from CIO Applications supports our long-standing partnerships with some of the
world’s leading brands and our focus on providing powerful business-to-business messaging and
workflow technology solutions designed specifically for supply chain performance improvement,” said
Brad Huff, EVP and General Manager of TAKE Supply Chain.
For more information and a demonstration of TAKE Supply Chain’s solutions, please visit
www.takesupplychain.com or call +1 (800) 324-5143.
About TAKE Solutions
TAKE Solutions Ltd. [BSE: 532890 | NSE: TAKE] is a global business technology company that delivers
world-class software and services for enterprises across diverse sectors to more than 400 customers
worldwide. TAKE Solutions is headquartered in Chennai, India. TAKE’s Supply Chain Domain Excellence
Center is in Austin, Texas. TAKE’s OneSCM® and Gemini Series® product suites include distinct
technology with embedded IP that delivers expanded supply collaboration, enterprise mobility, material
tracking and configurable workflow automation. For more information about TAKE Supply Chain, please
visit www.takesupplychain.com. For more information about TAKE Solutions, please visit
http://www.takesolutions.com.

About CIO Applications
CIO Applications is a print magazine which is published from Fremont, California, that brings the realworld solutions, news, product trends, and hardware and software solutions to ensure that a CIO
achieves more predictable performance and higher visibility into the environment. Through nominations
and consultations with industry leaders, its editors choose the best in different domains. The Workflow
Special Edition is an annual listing of ‘25 Workflow Solutions Transforming Business’ in the U.S. For more
information, visit: http://www.cioapplications.com/
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